More than a half-century of experience in the woodworking industry gave birth to the Maestro Suite, a set of advanced software applications that, thanks to the forward-thinking approach of its developers, can transform great expertise and know-how into concrete and innovative woodworking solutions.

The Maestro Suite offers the most extensive applications library on the market, including a multitude of machining solutions. So many, in fact, that you will never need to redesign your line, and will always be ready to meet the legal requirements in all countries of the world.

The Maestro Suite offers the easiest programming system, allowing you to programme in a fast and intuitive way.

The Maestro Suite is most flexible: it is suitable for use with any other existing system while ensuring the highest degree of interfacing. The Maestro Suite has been developed for the Universal Windows® Platform.

The Maestro Suite is the result of 65 years of experience in our industry and is the largest existing software suite dedicated to woodworking – and this is not just a number, but historical fact.
Maestro suite: expand your creativity

Maestro cnc
Designing, importing and programming, management of advanced functions for cnc machining centers and cnc drilling.

Maestro beam&wall
Design and programming of beams and walls.

Maestro cut
Cutting management and optimization.

Maestro pro edge
Linear edgebanding design and supervision.

Maestro pro sand
Advanced supervision and reporting of the sanding process.

Maestro 4-side
Programming and supervision of the planing and moulding processes.

Maestro edge
design and programming for routing, drilling, edge banding and edge finishing.

Maestro wd
Design and programming for linear and arc-shaped windows, doors and shutters.

Maestro ottimo cut
Advanced cutting optimisation.

Maestro watch
Real-time panel storage operation and status control.

Maestro store
Line supervision of the entire production process.

Maestro cnc
WIDE BELT SANDERS
Advanced supervision and reporting of the sanding process.

Maestro pro sand
THROUGHFEED MOULDERS
Programming and supervision of the planing and moulding processes.

Maestro pro edge
BEAM SAWS
Cutting management and optimisation.

Maestro pro sand
BEAM SAWS
Cutting management and optimisation.

Maestro ottimo cut
ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
THE POWER OF MAESTRO
TOTAL INTEGRABILITY
SPECIALISED MACHINING
FURNITURE
DOORS AND WINDOWS

Designing, importing and programming, management of advanced functions for cnc machining centers and cnc drilling.

Design and programming of beams and walls.

Cutting management and optimization.

Linear edgebanding design and supervision.

Advanced supervision and reporting of the sanding process.

Programming and supervision of the planing and moulding processes.

Advanced cutting optimisation.

Line supervision of the entire production process.

Real-time panel storage operation and status control.

Line supervision of the entire production process.

Real-time panel storage operation and status control.

Smart software solutions for cnc machining centers.